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an American graduate school sponsored by the Fulbright Program. Surely this program 
deserves a few words of praise and gratitude from us all as it celebrates its fiftieth 
anniversary. 
Orm Dverland University of Bergen 
Stephen Skowronek, The Politics Presidents Make: Leadership from John Adams to Bill 
Clinton, 2'Id ed. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1997), 560 pp., ISBN O- 
674-68937-2, paper; $18.95, DKK 312,50. 
What makes a President? We tend to think of the American Presidency in terms of simple 
chronology: one president succeeding the other; each president becoming a master, rather 
than a creator, of American politics. Skowronek challedges that pattern by making the 
different kinds of politics that presidents make the objective of his book. He argues that a 
simple periodization scheme severely limits the analysis of leadership, and that it fails to 
recognize the presidents as individual agents of political change. Rather than following a 
chronological approach, e.g., speaking of Carter, Reagan, Bush and Clinton as late- 
twentieth century presidents, Skowronek observes a correlation of presidents by events 
and societal time frames. He defines four basic types of political leadership: Jeffersonian, 
Jacksonian, Republican and Liberal, all recurring at cyclical intervals. In Skowronek's 
own words, the book 'offers an analysis of the leadership patterns that are repeatedly 
produced through the American constitutional system.' 
A re-thinking of presidential history expands the framework for understanding the 
impact of a president's policies, and the success of these policies on a more long-term 
basis. Skowronek's claim is that Presidents make politics, politics do not make presidents, 
though he simultaneously admits that several factors influence the success of a presidential 
term. By way of the Constitution and the established ways of the White House, for 
example, the presidency is institutionalized, but Skowronek aims to transcend this very 
rigid way of viewing the Presidency by expanding the basis of analysis to emphasize both 
historical context and personality as important factors when evaluating any president. 
In assessing a Chief Executive we look to define the successes and failures, but the 
conclusion to such an analysis depends on our point of departure. One excellent example 
is the Presidency of Jimmy Carter. In their evaluations, historians and political scientists 
cover a wide range of opinions. Carter's term in office has been described in terms of 
everything from amateurish via a turning point in a American history to an impossible 
leadership situation. None have defined it as unequivocally successful. But what defines a 
successful presidency? According to Skowronek, '[s]uccessful political leaders do not 
necessarily do more than other leaders, successful leaders control the political definitions 
of their actions, the terms in which their places in history are understood.' In other words, 
the leader is the agenda-setter and a successful leader defines the context of the 
presidency; he defines the operational codes, and accordingly governs the political 
situation. Carter did not control the political definitions of his actions, because he 'came to 
power in what has proven to be an impossible leadership situation time and time again 
since the Presidency of John Adams.' Carter's presidency coincided with a turbulent time 
in America's history. The country was in the midst of an economic recession, and its 
international reputation and integrity had been shattered by the Asian war. Skowronek 
argues that 'to take the dismal results of Carter . . . as prima facie evidence of [his] political 
talents is to assume that presidents who have fared better played on the same field o f .  
political authority.' 
In evaluating the field of political authority, Skowronek skillfully and systematically 
makes use of historical evidence. His approach can only be applauded as it brings a new 
and broader understanding of the historical evolution of the presidency. 
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Werner Sollors (ed), Multilingual America: Transnationalism, Ethnicity, and the 
Languages of American Literatures (New York: New York University Press, 1998), 409 
pp., ISBN: 0-8147-8093-8, paper; $25.00. 
Multilingual America: Transnationalism, Ethnicity, and the Languages of American 
Literature is a collection of twenty eight essays on what has been a largely neglected area 
in American Studies, namely, writings in languages other than English. The articles are all 
original contributions, and include, as editor Werner Sollors notes in the 'Introduction' 
case studies and groundbreaking bibliographical work, historically focused 
contributions on language creation and suppression, and close readings of 
representative texts ....[ it takes] seriously the task of examining the history of discrete 
language groups and their literary productions, as well as by crossing language 
boundaries ... by investigating newly invented languages; and by reflecting on the 
effects of multilingualism on English writing in the United States (9-10). 
At the core of Multilingual America lies the concern with what Sollors refers to as the 
'blind spot of language'(5): the way in which representations of the American experience 
have consistently ignored voices in languages other than English. Even with the past 
decades' focus on multiculturalism and pluralism, the agenda these debates set for 
expansion of the 'canon' has largely been deaf to the sounds of immigrants giving their 
versions of the American experience in their own languages. Te-hsing Shan notes that 'the 
LOWINUS [Languages Of What Is Now the US] Project at once unsettles and redefines 
long-held ideas about American literature' (119), and even if there are still many bridges to 
cross Multilingual America is a significant step forward. 
The essays are divided into seven sections which provide different perspectives on 
multilingualism in the United States and what its recognition entails: 'Literary History, 
Old and New'; 'The Many Languages of American Literature'; 'Yekl and Hyde': 
'Different-Language Versions of the 'same' Texts'; 'Multilingualism as a Way of Life'; 
'Melting Glots'; 'Multilingualism and English-Language Writing'; and 'Languages and 
Language Rights.' Added to these is a separate part on research in Multilingual America 
